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Tips for Optimal Quality

Sound Quality
If you are listening via your computer speakers, please note that the quality 
of your sound will vary depending on the speed and quality of your internet 
connection.

If the sound quality is not satisfactory, you may listen via the phone: dial 
1-877-447-0294 and enter your Conference ID and PIN when prompted. 
Otherwise, please send us a chat or e-mail sound@straffordpub.com immediately 
so we can address the problem.

If you dialed in and have any difficulties during the call, press *0 for assistance.

Viewing Quality
To maximize your screen, press the ‘Full Screen’ symbol located on the bottom 
right of the slides. To exit full screen, press the Esc button.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY



Continuing Education Credits

In order for us to process your continuing education credit, you must confirm your 
participation in this webinar by completing and submitting the Attendance 
Affirmation/Evaluation after the webinar. 

A link to the Attendance Affirmation/Evaluation will be in the thank you email 
that you will receive immediately following the program.

For additional information about continuing education, call us at 1-800-926-7926 
ext. 2.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY



Program Materials

If you have not printed the conference materials for this program, please complete 
the following steps:

• Click on the link to the PDF of the slides for today’s program, which is located 
to the right of the slides, just above the Q&A box.

• The PDF will open a separate tab/window.  Print the slides by clicking on the 
printer icon.

Recording our programs is not permitted. However, today's participants can 
order a recorded version of this event at a special attendee price. Please call 
Customer Service at 800-926-7926 ext.1 or visit Strafford’s website 
at www.straffordpub.com.

FOR LIVE EVENT ONLY

http://www.straffordpub.com/
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Key Terms

What is a Defined Contribution Plan?

What “Qualifies” a Domestic Relations Order?

Review of a QDRO
Common Provisions
Practice Points



What is a QDRO?
Court Order that directs a financial institution to divide a 

qualified retirement account
 Incident to divorce (of for alimony or child support)



Participant

Alternate Payee

Beneficiary

Plan Administrator

Plan Sponsor



 The balance of the plan is defined by the contributions made by employee and 
employer

 Most Common Examples:
 401(k)
 Profit Sharing Plan
 Employee stock ownership plans (ESOPs)
 Thrift Savings Plan

 A pension is NOT a defined contribution plan (a pension is a defined benefit plan)

 29 U.S.C. § 1002(34)



7 Requirements for a QDRO to be qualified:
1. Name, address of Participant & Alternate Payee
2. Amount or percentage or formula of what is to be paid
3. Number of payments or period
4. Plan name
5. Does not require the plan to pay any benefit not allowed under 

plan rules
6. Does not require an increased benefit
7. Does not require the same payment to two different Alternate 

Payees



“This Order creates and recognizes the existence of an Alternate Payee's right to 
receive a portion of the Participant's benefits payable under an employer-sponsored 
defined contribution plan that is qualified under Section 401 of the Internal Revenue 
Code (the "Code") and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
("ERISA"). The Participant, Alternate Payee, and the Court intend this Order to 
constitute a Qualified Domestic Relations Order ("QDRO") under Section 414(p) of 
the Code and Section 206(d)(3) of ERISA.”

 Points out the Alternate Payee’s interest under a qualified plan

 The intent of the Court and the Parties for the order to qualify as a QDRO



Send Your QDROs in for Preapproval

 Always have the QDRO pre-approved before having the parties 
and/or judge sign

 If you don’t, it can lead to longer times and more headaches in 
completing the QDRO process

 Simple as submitting to the Plan with the necessary information



 This is the information for the Participant and Alternate Payee. 

 Include lines for: Name, Address, Social Security Number, and Date of Birth.

 Do NOT include any information more than name and address in the actual QDRO, 
as this is filed with the Court and is public record
 This information can be provided to the Plan in a cover letter or however may be required 

by the Plan

 Also include each Party’s attorney’s name and contact information 



Model Language:

Can be useful as instructive or as a guide

Do not rely solely on this

Can leave out important provisions/protections for both parties
 The best example of this are death provisions
 Often times these will not be included, or they may differ from the Parties’ 

agreement or the Court order. 



PLAN NAME

“The name of the Plan to which this Order applies is the GloboCorp, Inc. 401(k) Plan 
(hereinafter referred to as "Plan"). Any changes in Plan Administrator, Plan Sponsor 
or name of the Plan shall not affect Alternate Payee's rights as stipulated under this 
Order.”

 It is imperative that the proper plan name be included in the QDRO, otherwise the 
QDRO will be rejected



Do Not Agree or Try to Divide Undividable Plans

Often times because of a failure to do their homework, attorneys will 
write into agreements that a plan is to be divided 

What happens if that Plan can’t be divided?

Many state and local government plans do not allow for division

Often times this requires you to educate your client, opposing 
counsel, and even the judge

DO YOUR HOMEWORK



“Pursuant to this Order under Georgia Domestic Relations Law and the Final 
Judgment and Decree of Divorce, Alternate Payee is entitled to a share of the vested 
account balance of Participant in the Plan.”

 Include information regarding the application of state law that was the basis of the 
award



“This Order relates to the marital property rights to the Alternate Payee as a result of 
the Settlement Agreement and Final Judgment and Decree of Divorce between 
Participant and Alternate Payee.”

 This clarifies the basis of the award (marital property rights, child support, or 
alimony)



 QDROs fall under ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code – so the procedure is 
effectively governed by federal law. As a result, state laws do not impact the 
procedure of the account division. 

 However, state law does still impact the content of the QDRO by way of the purpose
of the QDRO and the award set forth in the QDRO. 

 QDROs are most commonly used for division of marital property rights, however, 
can also be used for purposes of child support or alimony

 All of these are controlled by state law and vary from state to state



“This Order assigns to Alternate Payee an amount equal to FIFTY PERCENT (50.00%) of 
the Participant’s total vested account balance accumulated under the Plan as of the date 
of the Parties’ Settlement Agreement, February 3, 2020 (or the closest valuation date 
thereto) plus any interest/investment earnings or losses attributable thereon for periods 
subsequent to February 3, 2020 until the date of total distribution. “

 Award: can be percentage (%), dollar figure ($), and many plans will allow for various 
formulas
 When people want to include complicated formulas, this makes the pre-approval stage more 

important to ensure that the Plan will allow something of that nature

 Gains/Losses: Be sure to include whether or not the Alternate Payee will be entitled to 
investment gains or losses



 AMOUNT:
“The order assigns to the Alternate Payee an amount equal to ___ % of the 

Participant’s vested account balance under the Plan as of ____ (date).”
OR

“The order assigns to the Alternate Payee an amount equal to $___ of the Participant’s 
vested account balance under the Plan as of ____ (date).”

 INVESTMENT GAINS/LOSSES:
“The Alternate Payee’s portion WILL/WILL NOT include gains and losses from the 

valuation date to the date of distribution.” 

 LOANS:
“The Participant’s vested account balance WILL/WILL NOT be reduced by the 

value of outstanding loans.”



“The Alternate Payee’s share of the benefits shall be allocated on a “pro-rata” basis 
among all of the accounts and/or investment funds (excluding the Participant’s loan 
fund, if any) maintained on behalf of the Participant under the Plan. In the event there 
is an outstanding loan balance as of the Valuation Date, February 3, 2020, the loan 
balance will be included for purposes of calculating the total vested account 
balance to be divided. Under no circumstances shall the Alternate Payee's portion of 
the account include any loan obligation due the Plan from the Participant.”

 Pro-rata basis: this is referring to the investment options and various funds that the 
money is allocated in and that the award is taken in the award percentage from 
each fund/account consistently through all, rather than all from one, and none from 
another

 Loan: mentioned earlier, but the presence of a loan balance can potentially have a 
large impact on the award. 



“The Alternate Payee’s interest shall be adjusted for all earnings and 
investment gains or losses attributable to the Alternate Payee’s interest that have 
been allocated to such interest from the date of this Order until the funds are 
distributed to the Alternate Payee.  Investment gains and losses shall be calculated 
in accordance with the Plan.  The Alternate Payee shall not be entitled to any 
contributions made by the Participant or Participant’s employer to Participant’s 
interest in the Plan subsequent to the date of this Order.”

 The third sentence in this paragraph clearly states that the Alternate Payee is not 
entitled to any contributions after X date. 

 This is not necessary language with a properly included the valuation date. 
However, it can provide a lot of reassurance to Participants. 



 The gains and losses refer to the any investment gains/losses experienced by the 
Plan/funds in Plan from the Valuation Date until the funds are segregated
 This is only on the investment growth – not continuing contributions to the Plan by the 

Participant

 Most people going through this process are going to be lost, to a degree, if not 
completely. 

 People will often times ask about various financial implications of inclusion/exclusion. 

 Unless you are a financial professional, avoid providing any substantive financial advice 
on this topic. 

 Additionally, you may run into situations like we are currently dealing with and the 
severe market downturn a couple months ago. If clients are searching for advice on the 
financial-side of this, I would recommend having them (or you both) consult a financial 
expert to address various scenarios. 



Avoid Including a Determination/Valuation Date that is not allowable 
under a Plan
 To avoid this issue that can easily have your QDRO rejected, simply 

include language such as:
 This Order assigns to Alternate Payee a portion of the 

Participant's Total Account Balance accumulated under the Plan 
as of June 11, 2015 (or the closest valuation date thereto), in an 
amount equal to $250,000.00. (Emphasis Added)



“Once the separate account is established for 
the Alternate Payee, his funds will be invested in the 
same investment funds as the Participant’s and will be 
subject to market fluctuations until such time that the 
Alternate Payee accesses the account and makes 
investment elections and/or withdraws the funds.”



“If the Alternate Payee so elects, she shall be paid her benefits as soon as 
administratively feasible following the date this Order is approved as a QDRO by the 
Plan Administrator, or at the earliest date permitted under Plan or Section 414(p) of 
the Internal Revenue Code, if later. Benefits will be payable to the Alternate Payee in 
any form or permissible option otherwise available to Participants and Alternate 
Payees under the terms of the Plan, other than in the form of a qualified joint and 
survivor annuity with respect to the Alternate Payee and her subsequent spouse, if 
any, but only if the form elected complies with the minimum distribution 
requirements under Section 401(a)(9) of the Code.”

 Ensures benefits provided are in compliance with the IRC and other Federal 
requirements



“The Alternate Payee is permitted to take a distribution under the terms of 
the Plan and may elect a distribution as soon as administratively practicable after the 
separate account is established.”



 It is not uncommon for people to ask what they should do with the funds post-
QDRO.

 It is also not uncommon for people to ask about tax implications

 Unless you are a financial and/or tax professional, avoid providing any financial 
advice on this

 Of course, you can explain various surface-level tax information, such as the 
Alternate Payee taking a cash distribution following a QDRO will avoid the early-
withdrawal penalty, but will still be obligated for taxes on that distribution at 
his/her normal income tax bracket.

 However, avoid going any deeper than this unless qualified to do so. 



“On and after the date that this Order is deemed to be a Qualified Domestic 
Relations Order, but before the Alternate Payee receives her total distribution under 
the Plan, the Alternate Payee shall be entitled to all of the rights and election 
privileges that are afforded to Plan beneficiaries, including, but not limited to, the 
rules regarding the right to designate a beneficiary for death benefit purposes. The 
Alternate Payee shall have no further right or interest in or with respect to the 
Participant's account balance in the Plan except as provided herein.”

 Provides that the Alternate Payee will have the same rights as the Participant under 
the Plan



Do Your Homework During the Discovery Process/Divorce

Contact the Plan

Get the plan guidelines/procedures/model language

 Learn what the Plan can do

 Learn what the Plan can’t do

 Learn what the allowable options are

 Educate yourself and the client (and opposing counsel, if necessary)



If you represent the Alternate Payee, what should you request in discovery? Of 
course, every domestic case is vastly different and there is not a one-size-fits-all 
approach to discovery. Tailoring the requests is going to be much more productive. 

 Account statements for the account(s) to be divided

 Plan information
 Often times the Participant will have received a packet or other information 

regarding his enrollment in the defined contribution plan. 

 Income documentation – this will show contributions

 Timeframe for Requests (How far back should you request): 
 Dependent on the case
 Dependent on other circumstances – Was there a withdrawal at some point? Was 

another account rolled into this? Were contribution levels changed, Was/is there a 
loan?



“In the event the Alternate Payee dies prior to receiving her share of the Participant’s 
account balance assigned to such Alternate Payee under the terms of this Order, the 
Alternate Payee’s share shall be paid to a beneficiary designated by the Alternate 
Payee in a form approved by the Plan. In the absence of a designated beneficiary, 
the Alternate Payee’s share shall be paid to the Alternate Payee’s estate.”

 Provides that if the Alternate Payee dies prior to getting his/her share, then the 
benefit is paid to a beneficiary or his/her estate

 Death provisions in defined contribution QDROs tend to be much simpler than 
defined benefit plans, mainly due to the duration and quantity of payments, as 
opposed to generally one large transfer



“Any amounts assigned to the Alternate Payee under this Order shall not be affected 
by the Participant’s death.”



This Order is not intended, and shall not be construed in such a manner as to require 
the Plan:

(a) To provide any type or form of benefit option not otherwise provided 
under the terms of the Plan;

(b) To require the Plan to provide increased benefits determined on the 
basis of actuarial value; or

(c) To require the payment of any benefits to the Alternate Payee which 
are required to be paid to another Alternate Payee under another order which was 
previously deemed to be a QDRO.

 Provisions of this nature are necessary to include for a QDRO to be approved



“All payments made pursuant to this Order shall be conditioned on the certification 
by the Alternate Payee and the Participant to the Plan Administrator of such 
information as the Plan Administrator may reasonably require from such parties to 
make the necessary calculation of the benefit amounts contained herein.”



“For purposes of Sections 402(a)(1) and 72 of the Internal Revenue Code, any 
Alternate Payee who is the spouse or former spouse of the Participant shall be 
treated as the distributee of any distribution or payments made to the Alternate 
Payee under the terms of this Order, and as such, will be required to pay the 
appropriate federal income taxes on such distribution. If the Alternate Payee is not a 
spouse or former spouse alternate payee (i.e., child or other dependent of the 
Participant), the QDRO should state that the Participant is responsible for all 
incidents of taxation and whether or not any type of withholding should be withheld 
from the distribution to child or other dependent.”

 Make sure to tailor the tax treatment for the purpose of the QDRO



“The Superior Court of Fulton County shall retain jurisdiction with respect to this 
Order to the extent required to maintain its qualified status and the original intent of 
the parties as stipulated herein.”

 Always include a paragraph to address the retention of jurisdiction by the issuing 
court



“The Plan will retain any rights it may have under its terms to suspend or terminate 
payments to Alternate Payee and Participant provided that either Participant or 
Alternate Payee may contest such suspension or termination through any 
administration remedies available under the Plan. Payments by the Plan pursuant to 
this Order will be without prejudice to any right the Plan has under applicable law to 
seek recoupment or offset for overpayment. If the Plan pays one party a portion of 
the other party’s benefits under the Plan and this Order, the party receiving the 
overpayment will return that portion to the Plan, which in turn, will pass that portion 
on to the other Party.”

 This provides an avenue to address any incorrect payments and obligations of both 
Parties in the event of erroneous payment



“The Participant and any person to whom he may become legally married shall have 
no further rights under the Plan with respect to the portion of his vested account 
balance assigned to the Alternate Payee hereunder.”

 This paragraph is probably not entirely necessary, however, it does provide a clear 
notation regarding future rights



“The provisions of this Order supersede the provisions of previous orders and 
judgments in the instant action insofar as those provisions relate to the interest of the 
Alternate Payee in Participant's vested account balance under the Plan. The 
provisions of this Order supersede the provisions of any prior agreement between 
the Participant and the Alternate Payee insofar as such agreement relates to the 
interest of the Alternate Payee in Participant's vested account balance under the 
Plan.”

 Again, this provision may not be entirely necessary but it can be used to cover all 
your bases and ensure that this Order controls



“A certified copy of this Order shall be served upon the Plan by James R. Lewis, IV, 
Esq., to the Plan Administrator of the Plan, Lewis Retirement, Inc., P.O. Box 12345, 
Atlanta, Georgia 30341, who shall:

a. Promptly notify the Participant, the Alternate Payee and their 
counsel, whose addresses are listed below, of the receipt of a copy of this Order by 
the Plan Administrator; and

b. Within a reasonable period of time after receipt of a copy of this 
Order, determine whether this Order is a Qualified Domestic Relations Order and so 
notify the attorneys for the Participant and the Alternate Payee.

Counsel may serve this order on the Plan by first class mail.”



“Copies of notices shall be sent to the counsel for the Participant and the Alternate 
Payee at the following addresses: 

Participant: Name, Address

Participant Attorney: Name, Address

Alternate Payee: Name, Address

Alternate Payee Attorney: Name, Address”

 Include this to make sure that notice and relevant correspondence is sent to all 
interested parties. 



Avoid Using “Trouble-Making” Provisions

 Make sure during the divorce that something the parties want to include is actually 
allowable under the Plan

 This brings in the earlier note about reviewing the plan information and guidelines 
early in the case – it will provide the information as to what is possible under the Plan

 Most Common Examples: 
 Complicated formulas for determining benefit/award to Alternate Payee
 Specific division of sub-accounts

 Resolution: 
 Call the Plan
 Submit for preapproval to see if allowable/acceptable



Always Allow for Party Review/Approval

Make sure everyone has had an opportunity to adequately review

Party Signature Lines

Depending on the circumstances, you can include initial lines at the 
bottom of each page and a signature line at the end, similar to a 
Settlement Agreement

 This can act as a CYA for attorneys and judges that all parties 
reviewed and consented to the entry of the QDRO





Thank You

James R. Lewis

jlewis@shewmakerandshewmaker.com

Alexa N. Lewis

alewis@shewmakerandshewmaker.com
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